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Name of the Activity / Event TDP on'At

RDPS

Prev'ert on and Identification'

Organised by

Date and Duration

Pa rti ci pants

File Accession Dossier

l8th October 2Ol-7,9.30 am to 11 am

Faculty I-X

TDP

OBJECTIVES:

. To establish a feeling of mutual understanding bet-ween a student and a teacher

. To help students work out a plan for solving their difficulties

. To facilitate the teachers to understand and identify the impact of nredia literacy (eg:

Blue Whale)

DESCRIPTION:

"There is no health without Mental Health"
David Stacher

Looking for new experiences is normal for teenagers, and sometimes it involves thrill-
seeking or even risky behaviour. Teenagers need to explore their own lirnits and abilities, as

"^,'ell 
as the boundaries set for them They a so need to ex:ress themselves as individuals.

l:'s a'l cart 3':-e r la:' :c 5:co:- -; --e:e-ce-: ,.c--r ,:c.l':s, .^,,ith their own identities,
I s: :-e t:-:s a' :-e :ecaage l'a: I-a: -a:.c e piarrirrilg ancl impulse control don't
:a-: -:=, ::ai-Te u:iii aboul age 25. Tn s -neans teenagers are sometimes more likely
::a. acults to make quick cjecisions rv thout atrvays thinkingthrouglr the consequences. And
sometimes teenagers make decisions about potentially risky things to fit in with a group.

RDPS recognizes that sincere effort is needed from all the persons concerned with a child to
help the child develop a well rounded personality and not fail prey to disturbing influences.
Taking a step in the same direction, the school organized a TDP on the topic tAt Risk:
Prevention and Identification' on l8th October 2OL7 for the faculty of classes I-X. The
faculty members attended the TDP conducted by Ms. Neha Ldar and had an elaborate
discussion about what actually'at risk'behaviour is. The faculty members were involved in
the discussion and shared multiple examples from their o,/vn classroom experiences which
enriched the.; session further. Two videos regarding'13 [.l,:asons Why'and'Blue Whale'
were shown to the teachers and the topic of depression ar;d suicide in young children and
teenagers was discussed at length.

The sessjon provided the faculty members with an opportunity to understand how to identify
such behaviuour and tackle it. The session ended on a positive note with the teachers
sharing some examples of how they successfully helped sorne students talk freely to them.

It was an extremely enriching and interactive session.
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